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Many of us listen to those disconcerting
noises from the'traction bot' and uonder
about the two possible sources. We all
know about the main culprit but what
about that 2ND GEAR that suddenly de'
cided to disintegrate wilh often disastrous
results?

Well, l've had two events over the years
and decided to have a closer look at this
failure before rebuilding my changeover
box.
The problem could have started a long
time ago when there was all that. confu-
sion with the early tractions and swapping
the overheating auto box for an impro
vised manual box.
Perhaps the communication between the

hard-pressed designers in the dravtting
office and the blue collar lot in produciion
was not quite up to scratch.
Anyway, there appears to be three de-
sign/manufacturing shortcomings that add
up to a less than optimum anangement
tor 2nd gear longevity:

1. The main shaft 2nd gear joumal is
0.09 mm. smallerthan the adjacent spline
which means that the bearing running
clearance must be at least this amount
from scratch.

2 The heavy press fit of the syncro cone
locally closes the bore diameter of the
gear by about .(X mm. (on the gear that I

am using)
This does not help eitherwhen one has to
fit the gear over the spline. When we
manage to finally get the gear to its op
erational position it is a pretty wobbly fit
even with the best of intentions.

3. The joumal length does not exploit the
opportunity for maximum stability of the
2nd and associated gear. I think that those
blue collar lads years ago decided to re
duce the shafl diameter at the spline run
out and one wonders if the drawing office
everfound or.rt. The illustration in the man
ual suggests not.
All this makes a pretty unsatisfactory
situation wtren things start to urear. The
load applied in 1st and revenie operation
aggravates an already unstable situation
with high loads being applied at the end
where a bearing should be - but ain't!
(lnspeclion of wom gear bushes indicates
this to be the areas of maximum wear).

The lapping tool in the lathe
with second gear pinion

The "Traction Box"

The improvisd lapping tool
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I suspect the combinations of 1, 2 and 3
produce a condition when a wom bearing
allows the 2nd gear teeth to ride high (out
of mesh) adjacent lo the maximum bush
wear whilsi still maintaining a satisfadory
(in mesh) condition at the less wom bush
(syncro end).
This would account for the mode of break-
age that always occurs. A progressive
tooth fatigue failure starting at the maxi-
mum vvear end and running out progres-
sively to surface before reaching the syr-
cro end. Scrutiny of my wom 2nd gear tells
the story. The heavy scuffing of the gear
teeth where the breakages occur indicates
poor involute action with high tooth flank
contact - wttilst the syncro end shoars bet-
ter contad with original surfaces still evi-

Mainshaft showing rduction ol
journal at spline runout

dent.
Eventually the stressed part of a tooth will
get tired of all this and will drop ofi - hope-
fully to the bottom of the box. We could go
on driving with the remaining syncro half
doing a man-sized job for a while but more
teeth will follory and noises should tell us
that its time to stop and have a look.
A possible fx-il idea was stimulated over a
glass of red with Mel Carey when we real-
ised that the IMPORTANT NOTE on page
52, para. 17 of the Repair Manual was not
substantiated in fact. All bronze bushes
removed from my 2nd gear pinions ( I

have a box full ) are perfec{ly concentric,
wtrich suggests that the pinion bore is con-
centric with the gear teeth, pitch diameter.
ln contradiction to the Manual!

The new phos. Brcnze bush in-
stalled

We considered fixing a full len$h bronze
bush to the main shafl joumal and running
the bare pinion bore on the outer diameter
of the bush. There are apparent advan-

tages. One can choose an appropriate
diametrical running (l've used 0.05 mm)
and also get the full length bearing. Also,
the greater bearing surface improve load
€rryrng capabilitY.
There are a feur requirements. The
brooched bore of the pinion will benefit
from a smoother finish. This was rotary
lapped in the lathe using an improvised
lapping tool made ftom an old Pinion
bush, split, expanded and secured to a
limber dorcl. \A/hen loaded with a me'
dium valve grinding paste it made short
work of producing an a@urate, excellent
finish whilst fxing that cJosing dorn proF
lem at the syncro end (No. 2). Very satis-
faclory.
The bore of the nevv bush was machined
to be a reasonably tight; fit over the
splines with small lorrrangle charnfers
provided on both bore ends.
Assembly of the bush on to the main
shaft, was proceeded by a good cleaning
of surfaces with a fine grit v'iet and dry pa-
per (used dry). The bush was then tapped
over the spline onto the joumal, after first
positioning the thrusl washer NOTE: The
washer must be positioned to accept the
small antFrotation key and pr+wetteding
with Loctite 680. lmmediately float and
wet the bush bore before it grabs (for
good, we hope).

The new bush in position on the
mainshaft

The chamfers are important in this proo
ess to assist with full fill of Lociite into the
approximate 0.07 mm clearance vvhich is
just about right for this Loctite.
Oh, by the way, that thrust washer should
be positioned to accept the small anti re
tation key. The washer becomes a fixture
and can't be budged.
After assembly, the four oil grooves can
be filed to enter the central oil reservoir
groove and that's the lot!
The box has been fully assembled but not
yet installed - the original box atways
sounds better and the noises seem to
subside as soon as one has a spare!!!

Itlext rSsue of Frcnt Dive will featurc
anotrcr lechnical afticle by Bemie
Hadaway based on the modilied rcslv
retion ot drive shatt CVs
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Dear Leon,
Many thanks for the article - here are
my comments. Firstly the section in the
repair manual covering the gearbox
was translated from French in 1934 and
referred to lhe A series gearbox. lt was
never corrected when they brought out
the B series gearbox which was similar
in principle but with many detail differ-
ences.
1. The majority of mainshafts I have
measured have been 29.42mm diame-
ter and the splined sec{ion should be
nominally 30.00mm but is usually down
to 29.97 or lower. I have never come
across one that has been as much as
30.00mm diameter.
2. About ten years ago I measured
approx 30 2nd and 3rd gear bores and
found them all to be a liflle smaller at
the synchro cone end usually between
0.04mm to 0.06mm.
3. I have not come across this taper on
the bearing area at the end of the
splines - the bearing area has usually
been consistent at 29.92mm diameter.
One important point that Bemie has not
mentioned are the bushes. The original

specification was for two bushes, one
with a lefl hand spiral groove and the
other with a right hand one - the right
hand spiral goes at the synchro cone
end. They appeat to have been pushed
in from each end of the gear thus leav-
ing a gap to allow the oil to be forced
through the three holes drilled in the
base of the teeth of the gear and out
along the spiral grooves. I cannot re-
member a second gear where the two
bushes have not crept together and
closed off the oil holes drilled in the
base of the teeth.
My approach has been to manufacture
a new one piece bush which is a tight
press fit in the bore of the gear - there
is a slight undercut of about 7mm long
under the holes in the base of the teeth
between the two spirals. I press the
bush in from the non synchro cone end,
drill the oil holes through the bush and
then chuck the gear in 'soft jaws' and
true it before boring out the bush to suit
the mainshaft. At the same time as I

checked the bores of the gears I

checked the angles of the synchro
cones and of the eight I checked they

were all different - varying from 1 in I
to 1 in 11! Settled on a standard of 'l in
10 ie approx 6( and made a jig to this
angle. Having got the bore true to the
teeth of the gear I could now mount the
gear on an expanding mandrel and
grind the synchro cone to 6(. New in-
serts are put in the synchro hub and
turned to the same angle.
After surface grinding the thrust washer
that fits in the synchro cone end of the
gear I press the gear along the shafl
over the splines - in the main a clear-
ance of 0.05mm can be achieved but
what is quite difficult is getting the end
float of between 0.05mm and 0.10mm
for 2nd gear. Citroen never made cel-
eron washers with a close enough tol-
erance to achieve this. Even if you can
find original celeron washens ihey are
unlikely to be thick enough to take up
the wear that has occoured to the gear-
box in the last 50 years or so. I have
made a series of new thicker celeron
washers which in combination wiih sur-
face grinding the retaining washer al-
lows the specified tolerance to be
achieved. I must say I do not like the
idea of using grinding paste to lap in
the bronze bush - bits of grit will get
imbedded in the bush and cause wear.
Much better to bore it out which can be
easily done to a tolerance of 0.01mm.
I am completely lost on the use of Loc-
tite 680 on the anti rotation key and the
0.07mm chamfers/clearance. Could
Bernie enlighten me please.
Hope the above is of interest
Best wishes Roger Williams

Roger-you have obviously found my
discussion on second gear problems
with Traction gearboxes, and possible
improvement, difficult to comprehend.
This suggests a shortcoming in my de-
scriptive material which lwill try to put
right-as follows:
1. The proposed improvement in-

volves locking (with Loctite) a
one piece bronze sleeve (on
bush) to the mainshaft, its outer
diameter providing a new, larger
stable bearing surface, for the
second gear to run on.

2. The second gear itself, minus its
pressed in bronze bushes runs
directly upon the outer diameter
of the bronze sleeve (or bush)
which has become a fixture and
part of the mainshaft. The new
running bearing surface of the
second gear in its steel bore sur-
face which is improved, both
finish and dimension wise, by

lapping with abrasive incorpo-
rated in a bronze lapping tool.

Bronze bushes are never lapped as
you have rightly commented upon-
where hard steel is OK.
Roger, I hope you can comprehend the
above proposed change to the tradi-
tional design, and then upon re-reading
the original discussion, become familiar
with my attempt to find a prac{ical way
of improving the original, and promote
improved second gear life.
Thanks for the interest and comments.
Bemie Hadaway

Hello Bernie, Leon et al,
Thanks for the above information - I

now understand what you are doing but
have to say I do not agree that it is a
good idea
at all! The main reason the bushes on
the second gear crept togetherwas
because at least one ofthem had been
pressed through the synchromesh cone
end of the gear which is slighfly smaller

than the rest of the bore and lost quile
a bit of the intended interference fit.
You will be achieving the same when
you push the bush overthe splines
which are at least 0.05mm - 0.1Omm
(depending on how good the top shaft
is) larger than the bearing area the
bush is to be fixed to. Also the bore of
the gear is fairly rough and I think you
will find it difficult to get a good finish in
here that is concentric with the gear
teeth. At one time I honed out a few
gears to a fine finish and pressed in a
bush of finished size, allorrring for the
interference fit, and found it was not
true to the gear teeth. lt is much easier
to press in a one piece bush with a
good inlereference fit and then bore it
after truing up the gear in soft jaws in a
lathe. I have to say that I have had no
problems in the 50 plus gearboxes I

have repaired in the last seven years or
so using the above method. The
gearchange is good and the gears quiet
in operation. Thanks for keeping me
posted and I hope we can conlinue to
converse on matters technical!
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